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The Czech Television
For 15 years already, the Czech Television has been playing an irreplaceable role in the life and in the national 
culture of the Czech Republic. The programs broadcasted by the ČTV are watched daily on average by more than 
30 per cent of spectators looking at their screens. Today, the ČTV broadcasts 90 hours daily on its four channels: 
ČT1, ČT2, ČT24, and ČT4SPORT. It represents more than 32 thousand program hours a year!

The variety and diversity of ČTV programs
At present, the Czech Television programs are broadcasted both in analogue and digital systems. In 2006, the 
Czech TV offered more than 7503 hours of premieres which represented 43 per cent of the whole broadcasting 
volume of the channels ČT1 and ČT2.

The broadcasting scheme with durable time axes has been worked at continuously, thus offering new children 
programs, documentaries, and other educational programs, but also treasures of ”the golden TV archives”. Being 
the most popular programs among spectators, the original Czech TV serials have their traditional place in the 
broadcasting. We do not ignore, however, cultural programs as well. The ČTV is the only nationwide TV company 
to offer concerts of classical music to its spectators, and it regularly covers all cultural and social events, divine 
services, and charity concerts.

Among significant creative initiatives of the last three years, there surely is a long-term cultural-educational project
named ”The Greatest Czech” (Největší Čech), or documentary series, new forms of entertainment programs, 
publicistics reviews and shows, but also several successful talk shows with interesting personalities of our public 
life. We have succeeded in attracting the attention of our teenagers, but also that of older generations, and – thanks 
to a live broadcasted noon review – also that of young women and – first and foremnost – of mothers. Programs for
minorities are a matter of course.

The Czech Republic in the Eurovision Song Contest 
this year for the first time!
For the first time in the 52 year long history of the Eurovision, this year also the Czech Republic joins the worldwide
popular song competition Eurovision Song Contest. The national finals took place on March 10th, 2007 in the
Prague Fair Trade Palace, and was watched by the spectators of the public-service Czech Television. After a thrilling 
and spellbinding contest, this musical joust of nine performers was won by the rock band ”Kabát” (the Coat) with 
their song ”Malá dáma” (The Little Lady). The Kabát band trounced all other competitors, and this result did not 
surprise either the TV spectators, or those present in the hall. This original and unconventional small musical party 
with their twenty year long history have sold tens of thousands of discs in the Czech Republic, and for more than 
ten years already have filled up music stadiums with public. During their existence, they have cultivated a large fan
basis of their own, and so it was no wonder that during the national finals the vote diagram curve raised sharply
when the Kabát band was performing their song, the band being the last to take the stage in the musical struggle. 
The song ”Malá dáma” (The Little Lady) is an impressionable melodious song with the potential of a true hit. So let´s 
wait for the surprise – if and how the European public will like it. This year, the semifinals and finals taking place on
May 10  – 12 in Helsinki will be live broadcasted by the Czech Television.

”For the first time in its history, the Czech Republic participates in the most prestigious Eurpean song contest having
more than fifty year long tradition. And I am glad that it was the Czech  Television that has arranged this participation.
Not only for the reason the Kabát band is a good representative of contemporary popular music in Bohemia, Silesia, 
and Moravia, but also for the fact the Czech Televison will live broadcast the contest for millions of spectators, thus 
showing them the parade review of the best offered by our European neighbours in the field of popular music. For
the participating TV companies, this project is also a huge opportunity to exchange ideas and experience in the 
field of popular music and TV entertainment. And so the saying: ’It is not important to win, but to take part‘ is valid
in this case more than in any other. But naturally, I keep my fingers crossed for the Kabát band!”

 Jiří Janeček
 General Manager
 of the Czech Television

The success of the ČTV programs, especially in the field of documentary films, is for sure reflected by the number
of awards that they have gained in the last three years: they were 386, 65 of them being foreign ones. Among these 
acknowledgements for the ČTV, there are, for instance, the Media Tenor 2003 and 2004 prestigious awards for 
the diversity of news programmes in the category of TV news, an Oscar award nomination in the category ”Best 
foreign film” for the film ”Želary” (screenplay Petr Jarchovský, direction Jan Hřebejk), an Emmy Award 2005 of the
American Film and Television Academy (Award for the best film on arts) for the musical film ”In memory of Auschwitz” 
(Na památku Osvětimi) produced in co-production of the Czech Television, CBS TV, the Polish Television, and ZDF.

Projects successful with the spectators
The aim of the Czech Television in its social game ”The Greatest Czech” (Největší Čech) was to stir up a discussion 
on personalities of our past and present, on their significance for our society, on the values in which we believe
and trust. In June 2003, the spectators of the Czech Television elected the Emperor Charles IV. as the Greatest 
Czech. The vote drive was followed by the spectators during the whole broadcasting time. They had the chance 
to judge how their favourite was doing, and to influence the results of the vote. In favour of the most successful
personalities, documentary films on them were made and broadcasted. The finals night offered a duel of ten
outstanding ”solicitors” who presented their protégés and fought for them. In the definitive standing ”Top Ten”,
worldwide known and important personalities appeared: in addition to the above mentionned Roman Emperor and 
Czech King Charles IV, it was the founder of our state and the first Czechoslovak president Tomáš Garrigue Masaryk,
the musical composer Antonín Dvořák, the dissenter of the communist regime, Czech writer and President Václav 
Havel, the medieval church reformer Master Jan Hus (John Huss), the ”Teacher of Nations” Jan Ámos Komenský 
(Comenius), and the writer Karel Čapek.

The dancing show ”StarDance… when the stars are dancing” enjoyed great attention of TV spectators. Since November 
4th till the end of the year 2006, the spectators of the Czech Television were offered a grandiose dancing contest 
and show ”StarDance… when the stars are dancing”. During eight nights, eight couples of dancers, each formed by 
a professional dancer and a celebrity, fought for the title ”the King and the Queen of the Dance Floor”. In addition 
to the eight nights broadcasted in live, the Czech Television offered also short programs named ”StarDance… all 
around” in which shots and takes from the offstage of the contest were shown. The eight contest nights were seen 
by altogether 6 830 000 adult spectators, this representing 79.80 per cent of the whole of spectators older than 
15 years.

ČTV as a film producer
The Czech Television has supported significantly Czech film works – since 1992 it has taken part in the production
of more than 175 films. Since the last year, the program management has been continuously studying offers of new
co-production projects and it holds the doors wide open for all film makers.

A number of international awards were gained by co-production films of the ČTV: the feature films “Happinnes”
(Štěstí) (screenplay and direction by Bohdan Sláma), “Beauty in Troubles” (Kráska v nesnázích) (director Jan Hřebejk), 

“Indian and the Nurse” (Indián a sestřička) (director Dan Wlodarczyk), “Skritek” (Skřítek) (director Tomáš Vorel), 
“A Little Piece of Heaven” (Kousek nebe) (director Petr Nikolaev), “City of the Sun” (Sluneční stát) (director Martin 
Šulík), “Over and Over!” (Doblba!) (director Petr Vachler), the documentary films “Nicolas Winton – Power of God” 
(Síla lidskosti – Nicholas Winton) (director Matej Mináč), “The Chronicle of the Town Šutky” (Kronika města Šutky) 
(director Alexander Manič), “The Thirteenth Chambre of Jaroslav Pouzar” (Třináctá komnata Jaroslava Pouzara) 
(director Petr Slavík).

The Czech Television in the world
The public-service Czech Television is an active member of the European Broadcasters Union (EBU) and it is also active 
in other 8 international organizations in the world (EDN, IFTA, CIRCOM, EGTA, IMZ, PBI, Prix Italia, and EuroNews) 
in the field of documentaristics, publicity and promotion, as well as in the field of musical and sports production.
Since 1964 it has been organizing the prestigious International TV Festival “The Golden Prague” (Zlatá Praha). Since 
2006, in the ČTV, there exists a new department – that of External Relations. Thanks to its activities, the position of 
the ČTV on the world – and namely on the European – TV markets has been more and more strenghthening, the 
Czech Television being perceived as an important European TV co-producer. Recently, we have received an offer 
to become a member of the Euro-Asian Television Academy with the aim to strenghthen the position of the ČTV on 
the East European and Asian TV markets. The ČTV has successfully joined international projects of joint program 
production, it tenders for orders within the framework of the European Union, and has been developping bilateral 
co-operation with State televisions of the neighbouring countries. 


